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The material is licensed under CC BY 4. References Australian curriculum ACELA Expressing and
developing ideas: Know that spoken sounds and words can be written down using letters of the alphabet and
how to write some high-frequency sight words and known words. Group students and provide paper or use a
template see example. All rights reserved by author. Extension: Students attempt to use their identified words
in sentences. Copying for more than one teacher or classroom, or for an entire department, school, or school
system is prohibited. Students at the Foundation stage use phonics and their beginning phonemic awareness to
identify sounds in words and to understand that sounds are represented by letters in written words. Spelling
Spelling Spelling is a complex aspect of literacy that needs to be taught explicitly and systematically. To
ensure this is a learning experience, begin by modelling a few examples. Extension: following the bingo
activity students try to think of other words that use the letters on their board as onset sounds or final sounds
and vocalise these words to try to spell them in their groups. Variation: Ask students to listen for the final
sound in the words, e. ACARA does not endorse any product that uses the Australian Curriculum or make any
representations as to the quality of such products. Guide students to use these strategies when writing and
reading in a range of learning areas. Say a word and ask students to listen for the onset sound the first sound ,
e. You can also use these for a display in the classroom. Students write as many words as they can using the
bank of letters letters can be re-used in new words. Provide a bank of letters. Teacher resources. Students at
the Foundation stage need to recognise the letters and common sounds of the alphabet as well as understand
that words are made up of sounds. Remind students about vocalising words to hear the sounds. Version
updates are tracked on the Curriculum version history page of the Australian Curriculum website. The group
with the most words correct are declared the word champions. Strategy Explicit teaching Spelling at the
Foundation stage relies on phonics to make the connection between sounds and letters. It can be done in a
whole class or small group context. Variation: Students can work individually on their own bingo board.
General strategies At the beginning of the Foundation year, students need to be explicitly taught the letters and
common letter sounds of the alphabet. Try to avoid added emphasis to individual soundsâ€¦ e. Group or pair
students and provide letter bingo boards and counters. Variation: Students attempt to complete this activity in
pairs or individually once they are familiar with it. Just print, laminate and cut in half. This product is to be
used by the original purchaser only. Intended for single classroom and personal use only.


